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…HR professionals believe that they should 

be more strategic when hiring talent

90%

…of them don’t know how to do so

49%

Why this topic?

Source: Human Capital Institute



Is your hiring strategy aligned with

company’s growth strategy?



Why is this important?

Source: Corn Ferry Institute

By 2030, there will be a global human talent shortage of more than

85 million people,

or roughly equivalent to the population of Germany.

Left unchecked, in 2030 that talent shortage could result in about

$8.5 trillion in unrealized annual revenues.



What is your plan?



Transformation from reactive to proactive

Reactive method

Hiring only when a new 
position opens Proactive method

Hiring continuously based on 
company’s future needs



Proactive recruiting methods

Proactive 
methods

Inbound 
Recruiting

Referrals

SEO

Social 
Media

Sourcing 
tools

CRM

Analytics



…of recruiters plan to use social media for 

recruitment 

94%

…of employer have noticed that higher quality 

candidates come from Social Media

49%

Importance of Social Recruiting?

Source: LinkedIn

70%

…of HR professionals plan to increase their 

budget for social recruiting



Price
• $100

Reach
• 50.000 - 130.000 people

• Both active and passive 

candidates

Ads
• Personalized

• Employer Branding

• Total control

Competition
• None

Targeting and measuring
• Location, education, job title, 

employer, interest, … 

Social Media Recruiting - case Facebook



Employee 
interviews

Career 
development 

stories

Project and 
technologies 

used

Career 
guides and 

advices

Open 
positions

Online 
webinars

Employee 
videos, 

stories and 
testimonials

Just for fun-
employee 

photos, office 
photos, 

videos…

Infographics: 
how to apply, 
who are we 
looking for

Inbound Recruiting- creating recruiting content

“24% of candidates will pass over a position if they can’t easily 

find information about the company online”







SEO- can candidates find your 

Job openings on Google?

73%

…of job searches start on 

Google

Source: CareerBuilder, 2015



of candidates say that they learn the most about 

employers through communication with them

66%

more candidates respond to recruiters if they have 

already been in communication with them

Of candidates are passive job seekers, so it is 

necessary to engage with them before a 

position opens

75%

Why Candidate Relationship Management?

Source: OfficeVibe

2X



CRM tools for recruiters – right message at the right time

 Create engaging email templates

 Use powerful segmentation and make 

candidate lists based on certain 

characteristics

 Automate certain activities and emails

 Use notifications and reminders

 Continuously send engaging content to 

your talent database

 Analyze and evaluate the communication 

process

“80% of job seekers say they wouldn’t reapply to a company 

that didn’t notify them of their application status”
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Source: FirstBird

Employee referrals - best sources of new hires



…of people who apply are unqualified

52%

…of all hires are proactively sourced

31%

Why Sourcing Candidates?

Source: LinkedIn

“1 in every 72 sourced 

candidates is hired 

compared to every 1 in 

152 candidates who 

apply to open positions”

“Sourced candidates are 

more than two times as 

efficient than 

candidates who apply.”



Do you measure the success of your recruitment efforts?

53%

…of recruiters say budget is their greatest 

obstacle for HR analytics adoption

…yet
…companies using HR 

Analytics outperform 

others across the board in 

KPIs



TalentLyft Source: Makes finding talent faster and easier

TalentLyft Engage: Improves candidate relationship 

management and experience

TalentLyft Convert: Showcases your Employer Brand and 

attracts candidates

TalentLyft Track: Makes recruiting and hiring more 

streamlined and productive



Acquiring talent has never been easier!

www.talentlyft.com

Marko Oltean - marko.oltean@talentlyft.com


